Enhance business agility
by weaving security
into your DNA
Make security an intrinsic part of your digital fabric.

What’s going on in the market?

71%

of executives say that cybersecurity concerns impede
innovation at their organisation.

69%

of organisations now recognise security as a business
enabler rather than a business blocker.

60%

of organisations are not embedding security
at the start of business initiatives.

The traditional view of cybersecurity
is no longer fit for purpose

To compete in a modern
marketplace you need
to be able to adapt to
opportunities in real-time.

This requires unprecedented
digital agility and flexibility
whilst also maintaining
security and data integrity.

You need a solution that weaves
real-time security telemetry and
response into every part of your
digital fabric.

Introducing…
Enables digital agility by
bringing a business context
to the security environment.

Removes siloes to gain
insights, spot opportunities
and take risks.

Weave security into
your digital fabric.
Provides empowerment
to develop solutions for
innovation and growth.

Permeates the digital
ecosystem combining
flexibility with impenetrability.

Components
Logicalis SOC

Logicalis Security services

•

Global Security Operations Centre

•

Inform cybersecurity strategy

•

Continuous monitoring

•

Fills the security skills gap

•

10+ years SOC expertise

•

Assist with quick response to risks

•

Accredited and upskilling

•

Simplifies complex security landscape

Azure Sentinel

Integrates and orchestrates
security across the digital
ecosystem using a
centralised cloud-native
platform, so intelligent
insights can be automated
and actioned – at speed.

Cisco SecureX

•

Analyses data at scale

•

Integrates data across ecosystem

•

Native Microsoft Cloud Integrations

•

Advanced XDR capabilities

•

Connectors for broader security
ecosystem tooling

•

Optimises process with automation

•

Orchestration and automation

•

Enables simplicity and visibility

Capabilities deep dive
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Global Security Operations Centre

Logicalis Security
Operations Centre
Highly qualified, seasoned cyber
response team on hand 24/7 to support
your business and mitigate security
risks in real time.

Continuous monitoring

10+ years SOC expertise

Accredited and upskilling

Inform cybersecurity strategy

Logicalis Security
Services
Logicalis security experts provide an
extensive portfolio of lifecycle security
solutions combining strategy and
technical excellence to enable your
business goals.

Fill the security skills gap

Assist with quick response to risks

Simplifies complex security landscape

Integrates data across ecosystem

Cisco
Secure X
Strengthens security across endpoints,
cloud, network, and apps, through
orchestration and automation.

Advanced XDR capabilities

Optimises process with automation

Enables simplicity and visibility

Analyses data at scale

Azure
Sentinel
Scalable, cloud-native platform that
delivers threat intelligence using
analytics across your entire digital estate.

Native Microsoft Cloud integrations

Connectors for broader security ecosystem
tooling

Orchestration and automation

Gain deeper insights
with more efficiency

Greater insights
and control

Faster incident
resolution

Improved service
availability

Employee
empowerment

Gain better security
insights across
the ecosystem.

Deal with threats
faster using
automation.

Predict incidents
even before
they occur.

Allow staff to
focus on higherlevel tasks.

Turn cybersecurity
into a business enabler

Secure IoT

Productive workplace

Data insights

Cloud

Drive innovation through
IoT solutions with a secure
and trusted network.

Support employee
productivity with secure,
flexible remote working.

Use insights to make better
security decisions and the
best course of action.

Embark upon your cloud
journey with confidence
and deliver agile solutions.

How we deliver our security solution

Phase 1 Align

Phase 2 Transform

Phase 3 Scale

Secure OnMesh Assessment

Secure OnMesh Proof of Value

Managed Secure OnMesh

Business Service scoping and
operational cost estimate for Secure
OnMesh deployment to your digital
fabric.

Guided proof of value focusing on
critical business services

Continuous 24/7 detect and
respond security operations

Global presence, local execution
We’re a leading global MSP, serving 10,000
customers worldwide and with a physical
presence in 28 countries.

End-to-end security capabilities
We offer unique consulting capabilities
as well as managed services to
implement security end-to-end.

Why Logicalis?
Value-driven engagement
Our repeatable model is focused on simplicity,
speed and agility to help clients achieve core
business value faster and with less risk.

Security expertise
Our global team of security experts have
deep domain knowledge across a range
of security disciplines

Don’t just take
our word for it

Jersey Electricity embedded security
across their digital ecosystem to protect
all aspects of their operations
To focus on business priorities Jersey Electricity (JE), the
largest supplier of electricity in the Channel Islands, needed
the confidence that all operations were protected with the
latest Systems Security for high availability.
Results
Challenges
‣

The legacy SIEM platform had become a business risk and required too much
manual work to manage.

‣

JE needed to deal with vulnerabilities quickly so they could focus on higherlevel tasks for improved business performance.

‣

Greater visibility, with automatic level
one and two response, with high
fidelity logging and information for
faster response and meaningful
outputs.

‣

Delivered a fully managed security
service all within a similar budget of
the existing platform and with no
interruption to the business and
more importantly no downtime in
their cyber defences.

‣

JE had the ability to focus on driving
improved operational efficiency and
business growth with the confidence
knowing their systems were always
on and always secure.

Approach
‣

Align: Azure Sentinel was selected as the most suitable platform to migrate
to as it aligned with JE’s cloud-first strategy.

‣

Transform: We helped JE migrate to the new modern platform in no longer
than three months.

‣

Scale: Combining our 24x7x365 Jersey based Security Operations Centre with
Azure Sentinel delivered an integrated and managed security service that
was always on so JE could focus on their core business initiatives.

Get in touch
Speak to one of the team and find out
how we can turn your cybersecurity into
a business enabler.

info@logicalis.com

